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Abstract(
Little&Garden&is(an(endless(survival(game(that(utilizes(the(Microsoft(Kinect(as(its(only(
input(method.(The(game(started(near(the(end(of(the(Spring(2014(semester(as(an(
interactive(display(to(be(installed(at(University(of(Arizona(Medical(Center,(Children’s(
Ward.(Currently,(an(instance(of(the(game(is(installed(in(the(ward.(Among(the(unique(
challenges(facing(this(project(is(its(intension(as(a(public(display,(the(unique(location(
of(the(Children’s(Hospital,(and(utilization(of(Microsoft(Kinect(as(the(input(method.(
This(paper(details(the(design(process(behind(the(game,(obstacles(encountered(
during(production,(the(result(of(the(project,(and(lessons(learned(during(the(process.(
(
1.(The(team(
The(game(was(made(by(a(team(two(undergraduate(students(and(one(graduate(
student,(below(are(short(bios(of(the(team(members:(
(
Zuoming(Shi((Game(Designer,(Programmer,(Project(Lead)(

Zuoming(is(a(Computer(Science(and(Mathematics(student(and(an(aspiring(
game(designer.(He(worked(on(the(design(of(the(game(and(programmed(much(
of(its(logic.(He(also(manages(the(schedule(of(the(project.(

Alejandro(Nicolette((Programmer,(Playtester)(
Alejandro(is(a(Computer(Science(student(who(is(interested(in(learning(about(
game(programming(and(design.(He(took(part(in(early(prototyping(of(the(
game,(handled(some(programming(in(the(final(game,(and(playtested(the(game(
in(several(meetings.(

Juan(Cuadra((Project(Liaison)(
Juan(is(a(Ph.D.(student(in(Electrical(and(Computer(Engineering.(He(acted(as(a(
liaison(between(the(project(members(and(the(University(Medical(Center,(
ensuring(that(interest(on(both(sides(were(communicated(clearly.(
(
(
(



2.(Introduction(

&
Little&Garden(Startup(Screen(

Little&Garden&is(an(endless(survival(game(that(utilizes(the(Microsoft(Kinect(as(its(
method(of(input.(From(the(start,(the(game(was(planned(for(installation(at(the(
University(of(Arizona(University(Medical(Center,(Children’s(ward(as(a(public(
interactive(display.(To(complement(the(special(site(of(installation,(the(game(was(
intentionally(made(with(a(community(component.(
(
The(idea(for(the(game(emerged(in(spring(of(2014,(when(Juan(Cuadra(pitched(UA(
Video(Game(Developers(Club(an(interactive(project(that(he(has(proposed(to(
University(Medical(Center,(Children’s(Ward((UMCYCW).(The(game(would(utilize(the(
Kinect(and(be(installed(in(public,(but(otherwise(there(would(be(no(restrictions(save(
for(the(fact(that(it(should(not(portray(owls(–(an(animal(taboo(in(several(Native(
American(cultures.(I(contacted(Juan(about(starting(a(team(soon(after(his(pitch(and(
we(agreed(to(start(working(in(the(summer.(Both(Juan(and(I(looked(for(additional(
members,(and(Juan(found(Alejandro(early(summer.(
(



At(the(time,(I(already(had(experience(working(on(more(than(a(dozen(game(projects,(
several(of(them(in(a(team(setting.(However,(I(did(not(process(any(prior(experience(
using(the(Kinect.(I(was(encouraged(by(anothoer(developer(to(pick(up(Unity3D(in(
order(to(easily(interface(with(the(Kinect(through(existing(3rd(party(plugins.(While(I(
didn’t(use(Unity3D(prior(to(the(project,(I(worked(on(a(different(project(at(the(time(
that(also(required(me(to(pick(up(Unity3D.(I(was(thus(strongly(motivated(to(learn(the(
tool.(Finally,(the(project(is(the(first(that(I(have(worked(on(that(was(intended(for(
public(deployment.(
(

(
The(Tree(Scene(

The(finished(game(is(comprised(of(two(scenes(–(internally(coined(the(game(scene(
and(the(idle(scene.(In(both(scenes,(the(motion(of(one(of(the(player’s(hands(is(mapped(
to(a(cursor(on(the(screen.(In(the(game(scene,(the(player’s(cursor(controls(a(leaf(
barrier(that(can(move(around(the(screen.(Periodically,(formations(of(bugs(will(fly(
into(the(screen(to(attack(a(sapling(in(the(center,(dealing(damage(to(the(sapling(upon(
collision.(The(players’(task(is(to(protect(the(sapling(in(the(center(against(the(bugs(
and(collect(the(butterflies(that(come(up(as(a(reward.(As(butterflies(are(collected,(the(



sapling(will(gradually(grow(into(a(full(tree.(The(difficulty(of(the(fame(continues(to(
increase(until(the(tree(runs(out(of(health,(after(which(it(will(stop(growing,(and(the(
game(will(prompt(the(player(to(input(his(or(her(initial(via(a(virtual(keyboard.(Finally,(
the(tree(and(become(a(part(of(the(idle(scene.(
(

(
The(Idle(Scene(

The(idle(scene(initially(shows(a(large,(scrollable(environment(initially(bereft(of(any(
trees.(Players(can(scroll(through(the(environment(with(the(virtual(cursor(and(are(
free(to(pick(up(a(new(sapling(from(the(upperYright(corner(of(the(screen(to(plant(into(
the(scene.(This(initiates(the(tree(scene(described(previously.(After(the(tree(finishes(
growing,(the(tree(becomes(a(permanent(part(of(the(idle(scene,(and(placing(the(cursor(
under(any(tree(shows(the(player(the(initials(of(the(tree’s(creator,(the(tree’s(creation(
date,(and(the(tree’s(final(height.(
(

Currently,(the(game(is(installed(on(a(PC(locked(inside(a(mounted(box(and(connected(
to(a(mountYup(TV(in(the(teen(room(of(the(UMCYCW,(where(older(children(can(access(



computers(and(books.(As(of(writing,(there(isn’t(sufficient(data(on(the(game’s(usage(to(
determine(its(effects(on(the(hospital.(
(
The(game(is(publicly(hosted(on(GitHub(at(https://github.com/ZuomingShi/UMC.(We(
welcome(any(feedback,(suggestions,(questions,(forks(and/or(contributions.(
(
3.(PreYproduction(
In(the(game(industry,(prototyping(refers(to(the(practice(of(building(simple,(
unpolished(playables(of(a(game(idea(in(order(to(determine(the(viability(of(the(idea(in(
scope(and(potential.(Through(several(of(my(group(game(projects,(I(came(to(
understand(the(tremendous(importance(of(prototypes(in(evaluating(ideas,(and(as(
such(I(chose(to(have(the(team(build(several(prototypes(during(the(project’s(onset.(
(
After(setting(up(the(interface(between(Unity3D(and(Kinect,(Alejandro(and(I(
determined(that(we(should(each(create(two(prototypes(that(utilize(the(Kinect(over(
the(course(of(three(weeks.(Considering(the(setting(of(the(installation,(we(also(agreed(
that(the(prototypes(must(feature(short(playYsessions,(a(smooth(learning(curve,(and(
accessible(controls.(The(first(prototype(that(Alejandro(made(had(the(player(use(two(
hands(to(bounce(virtual(balloons(so(that(it(stay(afloat.(
(

(
Balloon(Prototype(



Though(the(idea(was(simple,(both(Juan(and(I(thought(the(game(was(fun(to(play.(
Alejandro’s(next(prototype(was(a(space(shooter(in(the(style(of(Galaga,(where(the(play(
can(use(one(hand(to(control(the(motion(of(a(continuously(shooting(spaceship.(
(

(
Shooter(Prototype(

The(prototype(turned(out(to(be(slightly(too(difficult(and(there(were(some(concerns(
about(the(strain(it(might(place(on(the(player’s(hand.(
(
The(mechanics(behind(Little&Garden(was(the(first(prototype(idea(that(I(conceived,(
but(not(the(first(one(I(built.(I(immediately(took(a(liking(to(the(idea(of(a(virtual(
community(garden,(but(knew(that(my(skills(in(Unity3D(at(the(time(wasn’t(enough(to(
realize(the(idea’s(full(potential.(I(thus(chose(to(pursue(a(different(idea(inspired(by(
Vested(Interest’s(excellent(game(called(simian.interface.(
(
In(simian.interface,(the(player(controls(a(cursor(that(affects(the(position(and(the(
orientation(of(abstract(shapes(on(the(screen(in(a(seemingly(random(manner.(
However,(at(one(fixed(location(all(the(shapes(on(the(screens(will(arrange(themselves(
into(a(regular(and(pleasing(pattern.(The(player’s(goal(is(to(determine(the(position(
that(the(cursor(needs(to(be(by(playing(around(the(relationship(between(the(cursor(
and(the(shapes(on(screen.(



(
Flowers(Prototype(

Similarly,(Flowers,(my(first(prototype,(required(players(to(discover(the(cursor(
position(required(to(align(individual(objects(such(as(clouds,(the(sun,(and(flower.(
After(all(the(parts(are(aligned,(the(player(is(presented(with(a(pleasing(scene(of(a(
flower(growing(under(the(sun.(While(I(considered(allow(the(player(to(plant(and(
name(the(flowers(also,(the(feature(was(not(built(into(the(prototype(due(to(scope(
constrains.(
(
The(prototype(turned(out(to(be(difficult(to(play(through(due(to(its(cryptic(rules,(and(I(
decided(that(I(should(stow(the(idea(away(for(later.(
(
Trees(turned(out(to(be(difficult(to(prototype(despite(my(experience(from(making(
flowers.(My(original(idea(featured(five(lightning(clouds(above(a(tree(that(flashes(
before(striking,(and(the(player(must(move(the(leaves(below(the(cloud(in(a(timely(
manner(to(block(the(lightning.(However,(during(the(entire(process(I(was(erked(by(
the(fact(that(the(gameplay(wasn’t(intuitive((how(could(leaves(block(lightning?).(In(
addition,(allowing(the(camera(to(pan(smoothly(with(the(tree’s(growth(and(fixing(the(
size(of(various(objects(relied(on(mathematics(that(was(difficult(to(get(right.(It(took(
some(struggle(to(deliver(the(prototype(on(time,(and(even(then(the(prototype(was(far(
from(what(I(envisioned.(I(ended(up(presenting(much(of(the(ideas(verbally(during(the(
prototype’s(presentation.(



(
Trees(Prototype(

During(the(prototype(presentation(meeting(we(narrowed(down(our(ideas(to(the(
spaceYshooter(game(and(the(tree(game.(We(took(a(few(days(to(consider(both(options,(
and(met(up(again(the(following(Sunday(to(choose(the(final(idea.(I(favored(Trees(due(
to(its(community(elements,(and(lobbied(strongly(for(my(choice.(In(the(end,(both(Juan(
and(Alejandro(were(both(convinced(that(the(tree(idea(would(work,(and(about(three(
weeks(before(the(end(of(summer(we(made(the(decision(to(move(forward.(
(
3.(Production(
By(the(point(production(begun,(I(have(already(started(using(git(version(tracking(with(
Unity3D(development(for(another(project.(We(opted(to(tackle(version(control(the(
same(way.((
(
Git(is(a(versionYcontrol(system(that(boasts(lightningYfast(speed,(distributed(nature,(
and(small(footprint.(The(system(is(also(flexible(enough(to(support(several(
development(branches((different(editions(of(the(code)(at(once.(We(used(a(branch(
called(master(for(our(playable(milestones,(and(focused(our(main(efforts(on(the(



develop(branch,(with(drastic(changes(attempted(on(other(test(branches(first(before(
merging(to(develop.(
(
During(initial(production,(the(growth(of(trees(was(not(continuous.(Rather,(cutscenes(
will(start(after(a(predefined(amount(of(seconds,(allowing(the(tree(to(grow(
proportional(to(the(player(performance(level(in(the(previous(scene.(We(planned(two(
such(cutscenes,(which(divided(the(game(into(three(stages.(We(planned(our(schedule(
around(the(stagesY(three(weeks(per(stage,(three(weeks(for(the(idle(scene,(and(finally(
three(more(weeks(for(polish.(
(
We(met(in(person(or(on(Skype(twice(a(week(to(discuss(progress(on(the(game,(and(
used(Kanban(boards(to(track(our(progress(and(distribute(tasks(for(the(game.(We(met(
our(milestone(in(the(first(three(weeks,(but(ran(slightly(behind(schedule(due(to(the(
beginning(of(the(school.(Regardless,(the(very(first(version(of(the(tree(scene(was(
completed(within(two(months(after(the(beginning(of(school.(
(

(
The(Project(Kanban(Board(

While(we(made(rapid(progress,(the(gameplay(of(the(tree(scene(didn’t(feel(right.(In(
the(very(first(version(of(the(game,(the(obstacles(that(the(player(must(fend(off(weren’t(
bugs,(but(rather(meteors,(UFOs,(chairs,(lightning,(and(other(miscellaneous(objects.(



Despite(the(variety(of(obstacles,(all(approach(the(tree(the(same(way,(and(the(task(of(
protecting(the(tree(becomes(a(monotonous(game(of(oneYsided(Pong.(The(cutscenes(
felt(intrusive(and(broke(immersion;(the(control(scheme(that(maps(the(xYposition(of(
the(cursor(to(the(radial(angle(of(the(protective(leaves(felt(unintuitive.(
(

(
Tree(Scene(from(Initial(Version(of(the(Game(

The(cumulative(gameplay(problems(in(the(initial(version(of(the(game(required(
several(months(of(drastic(changes(to(different(parts(of(the(system.(Before(starting(
work(on(the(idle(scene,(we(redirected(our(efforts(in(an(attempt(to(rectify(the(
gameplay.(Meanwhile,(we(contacted(UMCYCW(staff(to(install(a(test(version(of(the(
game,(and(worked(with(Mark(Garner,(a(teammate(from(a(previous(project,(to(iterate(
over(possible(art(styles(for(the(game.(
(
Below(I(chronicle(some(essential(components(of(the(game(throughout(the(project(
and(the(design(considerations(behind(their(changes:(

1. Tree(growth:(the(initial(tree(growth(algorithm(was(completed(within(the(
first(three(weeks(of(production,(it(featured(several(cutsceneYrelated(
subroutines(so(that(the(tree(will(grow(in(burst(during(the(cut(scenes.((
(



When(the(cutscene(feature(was(removed,(the(tree(grows(only(when(
butterflies(were(collected.(To(add(polish(to(the(tree(growth(animation,(a(
feature(was(added(to(allow(the(tree(to(progress(through(stages(of(varying(
branch(separation(angle,(foliage(position,(and(overall(spread(during(it’s(
grwoth.(

(
Colored(Trees(

During(most(of(the(spring(semester,(a(feature(allowed(colors(of(the(
butterflies(collected(to(be(reflected(on(the(foliage.(We(attempted(to(use(
this(feature(to(add(more(personality(to(the(individual(trees.(However,(to(
simplify(gameplay(and(for(the(aesthetics(of(the(game,(colored(foliage(were(
later(removed.(

2. Obstacles:(the(obstacles(were(initially(large(obstacles(in(prototype(
graphics(that(had(different(consequences(upon(collision(with(the(tree.(

(
Prototype(Icon(for(the(Wind(Obstacle(



The(large(obstacles(were(removed(since(they(were(boring(and(
immersionYbreaking.(Streams(of(bugs(were(introduced(as(obstacles(
instead(near(the(end(of(the(fall(semester,(as(they(simultaneously(allow(for(
interesting(patterns,(demand(better(attention(from(the(player,(and(
simplify(gameplay.(

(
Final(Version(of(Obstacles(

The(bug(formations(demanded(better(management(of(the(timing(of(
obstacles.(In(the(initial(prototype,(obstacles(were(called(to(appear(after(a(
fix(number(of(frames(have(passed.(In(the(final(version,(obstacles(were(
scheduled(in(a(way(that(takes(the(duration(of(the(pattern(into(account(
also.(A(variable(adjusts(the(amount(of(time(the(obstacle(manager(will(plan(
in(advance,(though(this(is(almost(always(set(to(a(small(number(to(reduce(
performance(impact.(

3. Combo(manager:(the(initial(game(featured(no(concept(of(“combos”.(
However,(through(playtesting(it(became(apparent(that(the(more(advanced(
players(required(a(more(challenging(tasks(than(blocking(to(stay(engaged.(
The(engagement(required(to(block(bug(formations(rather(than(large(
obstacles(increased(engagement(partially,(and(the(combo(system,(through(
requiring(players(to(block(each(wave(of(bugs(in(order(to(summon(
butterflies,(ensured(that(higherYlevel(players(will(not(be(bored(in(the(
initial(stages(of(the(game.(((

4. Score(counter:(the(initial(game(featured(a(score(counter((where(score(is(
the(height(of(the(current(tree)(at(the(top(of(the(tree(scene(to(inspire(



competitiveness(in(the(player(and(to(give(the(game(a(sense(of(
progression.(The(score(counter(was(removed(at(one(point(due(to(my(
uncertainty(about(whether(the(game(should(emphasise(competitiveness.(
However,(it(was(later(reinstalled,(as(I(came(to(the(conclusion(that(the(
competitive(aspect(does(contribute(to(gameplay,(and(the(sense(of(
progression(was(overwhelmingly(important(in(either(case.(

(
Current(Score(Represented(as(Height(

5. Through(late(Fall(to(early(Spring,(Mark(Gardner,(my(teammate(from(a(
previous(project,(worked(on(various(art(mockups(for(the(project(to(give(a(
sense(of(possible(art(styles(for(the(game.(Schoolwork(prevented(him(from(
finishing(more(mockups(past(the(fifth(one.(Here(I(list(some(of(the(
mockups(and(the(thought(process(behind(them.(

(
Mockup(1(

Using(angry(birds(as(reference,(the(first(mockup(features(simple(and(light(
colors(with(somewhatYdetailed(foreground(foliages.(



(
Mockup(3(

Mark(was(unsatisfied(with(the(mountain(and(cloud(colors(and(changed(
their(colors(dramatically.(The(bugs(were(given(a(darker(outline(to(make(
them(pop(out.(

(
Mockup(4(

Since(the(previous(mockup,(Mark(and(the(team(debated(the(possibility(
that(the(art(style(was(getting(too(elaborate(for(a(simple(game,(and(the(new(
mockup(went(back(to(more(basic(shading(schemes.(We(also(tried(out(a(



different(type(of(bug,(which(I(think(would(be(more(attractive(to(children.(
This(version(of(the(bug(made(it(to(the(final(game.(

(
4.(Challenges(
While(I(initially(deemed(using(the(Kinect(a(risk(for(the(project,(the(device(ended(up(
simple(to(use(with(Unity3D.(Unity3D(features(an(Asset(store(where(developers(can(
download(plugins,(graphics,(sounds,(and(more(either(for(free(or(after(a(oneYtime(fee.(
Luckily,(among(one(of(the(free(assets(was(a(script(called(KinectManager(that(allowed(
Unity3D(to(communicate(with(the(Kinect.(The(script(was(simple(to(adapt(for(any(
program,(including(our(prototypes.(
(
However,(the(accuracy(of(the(Kinect(was(problematic.(Even(in(relatively(good(
lighting(conditions(and(at(a(reasonable(distance,(KinectManager’s(hand(position(
detection(was(jumpy(and(would(move(even(when(the(player(is(standing(still.(Over(
the(course(of(the(project(we(used(a(combination(of(three(strategies(to(solve(the(
problem:(

1. We(tweaked(several(variables(in(the(KinectManager.(The(KinectManager(
comes(with(three(smoothing(options:(Default,(Medium,(and(Aggressive.(
Each(option(provides(a(tradeoff(between(input(lag,(smoothness(of(
movement,(and(maximum(cursor(speeds.(We(found(none(satisfactory,(and(
ended(up(tweaking(some(of(the(variables(within(the(default(setting(to(
create(a(compromise(between(the(options.(

2. We(wrote(out(own(smoothing(code(on(top(of(KinectManager(that(detects(
an(unreasonably(large(leap(in(the(cursor(within(a(short(amount(of(time,(it(
then(discards(those(movements(under(the(assumption(that(they(are(a(
product(of(random(noise(in(the(Kinect(input.(

3. For(the(tree(scene,(which(requires(more(accurate(control(than(that(of(the(
idle(scene,(we(limited(the(players’(cursor(to(a(rectangle(on(the(center(of(
the(game(screen(that(is(half(of(the(size(of(the(full(game(screen.(There(was(
little(drawback,(since(the(player(has(very(little(need(to(access(the(outer(



bounds(of(the(tree(scene,(but(it(essentially(doubled(the(resolution(of(
control(that(the(player(has(during(the(tree(scene.(

(
Although(the(KinectManager’s(hand(diction(is(still(shaky(occasionally,(the(accuracy(
improved(enough(to(make(the(game(satisfying(to(play,(and(the(increased(accuracy(
opened(to(door(to(implementing(virtual(keyboard(for(inputting(of(player(initials(
later(on.(
(
Several(challenges(came(from(our(choice(of(Unity3D(as(the(game(engine.(While(
running(into(gotchas(is(something(one(would(expect(from(learning(any(new(tool,(
four(of(the(issues(we(faced(were(issues(with(the(engine’s(design(and(deserve(a(brief(
mention:(

1. Particles(in(Unity3D(are(by(default(drawn(below(most(other(visual(layers(
in(the(scene,(and(Unity3D’s(graphical(interface(does(not(expose(the(
drawing(layer(of(the(particles(for(modification.(We(solved(this(issue(by(
writing(our(own(component(that(accesses(and(modifies(the(drawing(layer(
property(of(the(particle(shader(as(soon(as(the(game(starts.(

2. Changes(to(prefabs(in(Unity3D(do(not(get(saved(properly(unless(the(scene(
as(a(whole(is(saved.(While(this(is(not(a(problem(for(a(project(with(a(solo(
member((Unity3D(prompts(the(developer(to(save(the(scene(whenever(the(
it(closes),(the(glitch(can(cause(incomplete(prefabs(to(be(passed(to(the(
other(developer(via(git(whenever(a(scene(isn’t(saved(before(the(code(is(
uploaded.(

3. Unity3D’s(graphic(importer(does(not(recognize(Photoshop’s(color(
management(policies,(while(the(vast(majority(of(image(preview(and(
graphic(editing(applications(do.(The(phenomenon(causes(image(colors(to(
be(distorted(upon(import(into(Unity3D.(The(problem(requires(modifying(
the(color(space(settings(and(turning(off(color(management(within(
Photoshop(to(rectify.(

4. Unity3D’s(2D(collision(behavior(is(erratic(and(buggy.(After(several(hours(
of(fruitless(experiments(with(Unity3D’s(2D(collision(behavior,(we(opted(to(



use(3D(collision(instead,(with(all(collision(boxes(fixed(to(the(same(zYaxis(
value.(This(approach(worked(well.(

(
Finally,(working(in(the(children’s(hospital(setting(created(some(unique(challenges(as(
well.(For(example,(public(electronics(and(wires(are(prone(to(tampering(by(children,(
thus(we(must(place(as(much(as(possible(the(PC,(Kinect,(Keyboard,(and(their(wires(to(
locked(or(high(places.(In(addition,(while(remote(access(to(the(computers(would(
allow(troubleshooting(and(game(updates(to(be(done(remotely,(doing(so(could(
possibly(violate(the(hospital’s(privacy(policy.(The(issue(of(privacy(was(complicated(
by(the(fact(that(the(Kinect(is(essentially(a(camera(that(is(always(on.(
(
The(installation(must(work(with(the(floor(plan(of(the(hospital(in(terms(of(power(and(
monitor(access,(and(thus(the(number(of(possible(locations(is(limited.(Furthermore,(
some(monitors(in(the(hospital(are(old(hospitalYexclusive(models(that(utilize(
outdated(display(settings.(
(
Timing(wise,(the(proposed(testing(period(of(Little&Garden(matched(with(that(of(the(
transition(of(ownership(of(UMCYCW.(Banner(Health,(a(wellYknown(nonYprofit(health(
system(headquartered(in(Phoenix,(AZ,(has(made(an(agreement(with(University(of(
Arizona(to(coYoperate(the(University(Medical(Center,(of(which(Diamond(Children’s(
Hospital(is(a(branch.(This(caused(an(internal(restructuring(in(several(departments,(
including(Diamond(Children’s(IT(department.(The(restructuring(caused(several(
communication(issues(during(the(project.(While(we(were(told(that(the(transition(
would(only(delay(communication(during(the(month(of(February,(but(in(reality(the(
delay(was(much(longer.(Little&Garden(was(originally(planned(for(installation(and(
testing(starting(late(January,(but(the(IT(department(was(unresponsive(despite(
several(contact(attempts(from(the(team,(both(through(direct(call(or(through(indirect(
prompting(from(another(department.(
(
During(the(period(between(late(January(and(midYApril,(despite(the(game(being(close(
to(complete,(we(could(not(install(the(game(and(thus(had(to(consider(other(locations.(



We(considered(several(locations(in(the(Electrical(and(Engineering((ECE)(Building(at(
the(University(of(Arizona,(and(attempted(to(install(the(project(in(one(of(the(arcade(
cabinets(in(ECE(built(by(a(student(several(years(prior.(There(were(two(potential(
problems(with(this(installation:(the(arcade(cabinets(run(Windows(XP,(which(
Microsoft(does(not(provide(SDK(support(for.(In(addition,(the(machine(was(not(
powerful(enough(to(host(a(more(advanced(operating(system,(and(thus(may(be(too(
slow(to(run(the(game.(
(
For(the(first(problem,(luckily(there(was(OpenNI,(an(openYsource(alternative(to(
Kinect(SDK(that(provided(support(for(Windows(XP.(OpenNI(can(interface(between(
Unity3D(and(Kinect(as(well.(I(attempted(to(setup(OpenNI(Kinect(sensing(with(the(
cabinet,(and(was(able(to(obtain(some(preliminary(results.(
(

(
ECE(Arcade(Cabinet(with(OpenNI(



In(the(beginning(of(April,(realizing(that(switching(to(the(arcade(cabinet(in(ECE(would(
require(restructuring(of(the(code,(add(significant(difficulty(to(testing,(and(present(
the(game(to(an(audience(that(it(is(not(truly(designed(for,(I(requested(Juan(to(make(a(
final(attempt(to(contact(IT(at(UMCYCW.(This(time(we(obtained(a(response,(and(within(
two(weeks(was(able(install(an(instance(of(the(game(within(the(children’s(ward.(
(

(
Little&Garden&Mounted&in&UMC;CW&

As(of(writing,(some(issues(resulting(from(the(challenges(of(working(with(UMCYCW(
remains(to(be(resolved.((

1. Since(there(were(not(enough(time(to(obtain(the(physical(amenities(needed(
to(secure(the(installation(in(a(more(public(location,(the(game(is(currently(
installed(in(a(semiYpublic(game(room(that(is(visible(from(the(outside(but(
requires(access(from(UMCYCW(staff(to(enter.((



2. The(game(is(connected(to(an(older(monitor(with(a(clashing(display(setting(
to(the(computer(Little&Garden(was(installed(in.(Thus,(the(monitor(
currently(runs(a(resolution(close(to(320x240,(forcing(the(game(to(display(
with(mild(artifacts(resulting(from(the(lower(resolution.(

3. There(weren’t(enough(time(to(setup(a(feedbackYcollecting(mechanism,(so(
the(only(data(we(can(obtain(so(far(comes(from(the(size(of(the(trees(that(
the(players(grew.(

4. Some(staff(at(UMCYCW(are(still(under(the(assumption(that(the(installation(
is(in(testing(phase(and(temporary.(I(am(currently(taking(steps(to(resolve(
this(communication(issue.(

(
5.(Retrospective(
Little&Garden&had(been(an(immense(learning(experience.(Here,(I(document(some(of(
the(things(that(went(right(or(wrong(during(development.(
(
What(went(right:(

1. The(tools(we(choseY(Kinect(SDK(and(Unity3DY(despite(the(challenges(
described(above,(were(generally(well(supported(and(easy(to(use.(

2. We(finished(the(core(of(the(game(far(before(the(deadline,(which(allowed(
us(to(start(the(conversation(of(installing(the(display(much(earlier(than(in(
most(projects(of(similar(nature.(This(uncovered(communication(problems(
that(could(have(incurred(a(much(heavier(toll(on(the(project(if(we(were(to(
start(the(conversation(late.(

3. During(the(entire(development(duration,(I(remained(in(the(prototyping(
mindset(of(keeping(the(possibilities(for(the(game(open.(This(mindset(
allowed(me(to(overhaul(the(scoring,(obstacle,(and(input(system(several(
times(to(great(effect(when(I(perceive(design(problems(in(the(gameplay.((

4. Keeping(the(gameplay(simple(lent(flexibility(to(the(rules(and(removed(the(
lengthy(learning(curve(that(would(be(unsuitable(for(the(game’s(intended(
audience.(



5. Playing(games(in(the(genre(of(endless(casuals(gave(me(insight(into(the(
underlying(processes(that(made(those(games(fun.(For(example,(the(idea(of(
bug(patterns(that(require(players(to(pay(attention(at(all(times(came(from(
analyzing(popular(titles(like(Temple(Run,(Canabalt,(and(Jetpack(Joyride.((

6. Keeping(the(input(method(simple((just(one(cursor(mapped(to(a(hand)(
speeded(up(development,(since(a(computer(mouse(can(then(simulate(all(
possible(Kinect(inputs.(
(

What(went(wrong:(
1. Following(the(trend(of(recent(artistic(games,(I(attempted(to(remove(text(

from(the(game(altogether.(However,(during(playtesting(I(realized(that(
even(simple(gameplay(concepts(become(very(difficult(to(convey(to(the(
general(audience(without(text.(I(toned(down(my(insistence(on(the(noYtext(
policy,(and(the(game(became(much(easier(to(pick(up.(

2. Despite(the(lack(of(Kinect(SDK(support(on(Mac(OSX,(I(chose(to(develop(on(
Mac(OSX(out(of(convenience,(using(Windows(when(testing(KinectYspecific(
features.(This(led(to(difficultyYbalancing(problems(between(the(mouseY
based(test(version(and(the(Kinect(version,(since(Kinect(is(much(more(
difficult(to(control.(At(times(the(distance(between(the(active(build(and(the(
Kinect(build(led(me(to(forget(the(design(implications(of(using(a(Kinect(
altogether.(

3. The(project(could(have(been(more(ambitious.(While(I(liked(the(idea(of(a(
community(garden,(some(people(I(talked(to(well(into(development(
brought(up(the(idea(of(physical(therapy,(which(would(be(even(more(fitting(
for(the(UMCYCW(setting.(I(think(bouncing(the(idea(against(more(people(in(
the(brainstorming(phase(of(the(project(could(have(made(a(good(impact(on(
the(direction(of(the(project.(

4. As(Alejandro(was(new(to(game(design(and(Unity3D,(trying(to(find(
components(for(him(to(work(on(during(the(later(phase(of(the(project(
proved(difficult.(From(this(experience(and(my(previous(team(experiences,(
I(sense(that(budgeting(simpler(components(that(less(experienced(team(



members(can(take(full(charge(of(is(a(very(important(task(in(the(initial(
phase(of(a(student(game(project.(

5. While(we(set(aside(a(wide(buffer(of(time(for(communicating(with(the(
hospital,(the(buffer(still(proved(to(be(barely(enough.(While(I(am(uncertain(
whether(the(level(of(communication(problems(we(had(with(the(IT(
department(of(UMCYCW(was(an(outlier,(I(will(try(to(create(an(even(wider(
buffer(for(my(future(public(game(projects.(

(
Finally,(as(of(writing(the(game(can(still(be(improved(in(several(ways:(

1. More(types(of(bug(attacks(can(be(added(to(the(game(to(enrich(the(
gameplay(

2. The(game(needs(a(stronger(sense(of(bounciness(in(its(graphical(elements(
in(order(to(attract(younger(audiences.(

3. Instead(of(playing(the(same(guitarYbased(track(as(the(tree(scene,(the(idle(
scene(can(play(a(recording(of(a(nature(instead(to(emphasize(a(peaceful(
mood(and(to(prevent(the(looping(guitar(track(from(becoming(tiring(to(the(
player(over(time.(The(nature(track(can(be(interactive(tooY(perhaps(it(can(
include(more(bird(sounds(when(more(trees(are(present.(

4. The(Kinect(controls(still(feel(jagged(at(times.(This(can(be(fixed(with(more(
aggressive(smoothing(policies.(

5. The(trees(in(the(scene(do(not(persist(when(the(game(has(been(turned(off,(
thus(the(display(must(be(on(at(all(times(to(store(previous(players’(trees.(I(
believe(persistence(between(game(sessions(is(closer(to(the(spirit(of(the(
game.(

6. The(idleYscene(background(can(use(more(environmental(decorations(like(
moving(clouds,(sunlight,(and(floating(leaves.(

7. While(the(trees(in(the(current(game(are(randomly(generated,(there(is(only(
a(small(set(of(branching(patterns,(and(trees(with(the(same(branching(
pattern(tend(to(look(similar.(Adding(more(random(characteristic(to(the(
trees(can(increase(the(sense(of(uniqueness(in(the(trees.(



8. Currently(there(are(no(pruning(policies(in(place(for(old(trees,(which(can(
cause(the(game(to(become(laggy(if(a(large(amount(of(trees(are(planted(in(
the(idle(scene.(It(is(desirable(to(implement(a(pruning(policy(that(replaces(
the(scene(with(a(new(one(monthly(or(relay(older(trees(to(a(distant(hill(so(
that(the(scene(will(not(suffer(performance(issues.(

9. A(dayYnight(cycle(within(the(game(that(is(in(sync(with(time(in(the(real(
world(can(enhance(the(game’s(liveliness(and(immersion.(

(
I(plan(to(implement(these(features(in(the(upcoming(months(and(work(with(UMCYCW(
staff(both(to(collect(feedback(and(to(build(installations(in(more(accessible(locations.(
(
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